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We Just Used Genetic Engineering to Create Completely Yellow, Three-Eyed, Wingless
Mosquitoes

 Creative Commons (https://pixabay.com/en/mosquito-midge-animal-sting-white-2293824/)!

IN BRIEF

Wingless mosquitoes, which also happen to be three-eyed and yellow, have lesser chances of infecting human beings with a disease. This is why researchers from UC Riverside

developed a transgenic mosquito species.

SELF-DESTRUCTING MOSQUITOES

Gene editing is an incredibly powerful technique, made faster and more capable by CRISPR, which is the world’s most efficient and exact genetic manipulation tool

(https://futurism.com/scientists-developed-a-way-to-precisely-edit-genes-in-the-human-brain/). Now, in an effort to demonstrate how gene editing could be used to

eradicate the mosquito species Aedes aegypti —a major carrier of diseases like dengue, chikungunya, yellow fever, and Zika virus— researchers from the University of

California, Riverside (UC Riverside) developed mosquitoes whose germlines express the Cas9 enzyme in a more stable way.

The result is a yellow, three-eyed, wingless mosquito, made possible through disruptions in the insect’s cuticle, wing, and eye development. These transgenic mosquitoes

are now more susceptible to the use of CRISPR-Cas9 to facilitate edits that could lead to the eventual eradication of the species.

This is just a first step, however, according to lead researcher Omar Akbari, an assistant professor of entomology at UC Riverside, who published the study in the journal of

the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2017/11/13/1711538114) (PNAS)

(http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2017/11/13/1711538114). Ultimately, the plan is to combine CRISPR-Cas9 with the use of gene drives systems, a technology that

increases the chance for a particular gene to express from a parent organism to its offspring.
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These genetically modified mosquitoes could lessen the spread of disease. Image Credit: UC Riverside

“These Cas9 strains can be used to develop split-gene drives which are a form of gene-drive by which the Cas9 and the guide RNA’s are inserted at separate genomic loci

and depend on each other for spread. This is the safest way to develop and test gene drives in the laboratory to ensure no spread into the wild,” Akbari said in a press release

(https://ucrtoday.ucr.edu/49986).

Gene drive systems would push for the expression of the genes that limit the mosquito’s sight, flight, and feeding, using a technique that disrupts a target gene in multiple

sites called multiplexing. Recently, Akbari and his colleagues at UCR mathematically modeled this technique, which could increase the chances of passing down the

disrupted genes to potentially 100 percent.

TOWARDS USING GENE DRIVES

The use of gene drive systems to actively disrupt the growth and spread of organisms is relatively new, and the practice itself is still the subject of debate. Gene drives can be

very effective in promoting the expression of genes that could lead to the self-destruction of particular species, as in the case of the UCR project of eradicating the Aedes
aegypti mosquito.

Naturally, this makes gene drive systems a wonderful means of harnessing the potential of gene editing to make the world a better place — so we’d hope. However, using

gene drives can have unwanted effects. In an email to Futurism, geneticist Neil Gemmell, (http://www.otago.ac.nz/genetics/staff/gemmell.html) from the University of

Otago in New Zealand, explained the dangers of uncontrollable gene drive systems. “The worst case scenario is that a gene drive is developed that has the power to effect an

entire species,” he said.

Gemmell explained further:

In short, while developing gene drives to disrupt species offers an environmentally friendly option for getting rid of pests and disease-carriers (https://futurism.com/gene-

drives-should-we-engineer-our-problems-away/), it should be used with a great deal of thought and educated hesitation. This danger isn’t lost on Akbari. “Next steps

should be undertaken to identify the regulatory sequences that can be used to express the guide RNAs from the genome, and once these sequences are identified developing

gene drives in the species should be turnkey,” he said.

Lets use ship rats as an example. Suppose a gene drive system is initially deployed by one nation to control its pest rat problem. Some of theseLets use ship rats as an example. Suppose a gene drive system is initially deployed by one nation to control its pest rat problem. Some of these

rats then find there way to neighbouring [rats then find there way to neighbouring [sicsic] nations resulting in the reduction or elimination of rats in those countries, where perhaps rats] nations resulting in the reduction or elimination of rats in those countries, where perhaps rats

aren’t a problem, and perhaps it even leads to the eradication of that rat species globally. We cannot yet predict what the environmentalaren’t a problem, and perhaps it even leads to the eradication of that rat species globally. We cannot yet predict what the environmental

consequences would be if rats were removed from systems in which they are native, but the consequences could be grave – loss of ecosystemconsequences would be if rats were removed from systems in which they are native, but the consequences could be grave – loss of ecosystem

services, extinction or endangerment of species dependent on rats for food, or of species further down the food chain because of preyservices, extinction or endangerment of species dependent on rats for food, or of species further down the food chain because of prey

switching by top predators.switching by top predators.

References: Latest Science News -- ScienceDaily (https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171114142325.htm), University of California, Riverside
(https://ucrtoday.ucr.edu/49986), Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2017/11/13/1711538114)
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For the first time in Canada, doctors performed an in-utero surgery to address a form of spina bifida. The

child, now three months old, is displaying normal movement and brain function.

No FearNo Fear

On November 14, doctors from Toronto’s Mount Sinai Hospital (https://www.mountsinai.on.ca/) and

the Hospital for Sick Children (https://www.sickkids.ca/) confirmed via a news conference that they had

successfully performed an in-utero surgery (https://futurism.com/new-in-utero-treatment-could-

prevent-one-of-the-worlds-most-common-birth-defects/) to correct myelomeningocele — a

procedure that had never been undertaken in Canada before.

Canadian couple Romeo Crisostomo and Romeila Son learned at their 20-week ultrasound that their

unborn baby had myelomeningocele, a form of spina bifida (http://www.seattlechildrens.org/medical-

conditions/chromosomal-genetic-conditions/myelomeningocele/) that occurs when the spinal column

(https://futurism.com/theres-a-100-million-plan-to-make-a-synthetic-spinal-cord-to-end-

paralysis/) doesn’t close properly during the fetus’ development.

The spinal cord becomes exposed, causing damage that can lead to brain damage, various levels of

paralysis, (https://futurism.com/scientists-just-restored-breathing-after-paralysis/) and the need for

a wheelchair. Fewer than half of the children who are diagnosed with myelomeningocele are able to live

on their own when they reach adulthood.

What Is Spina Bi-da? (2 of 12)
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Surgeons in the U.S. had been able to successfully repair the condition in utero, so Son considered

traveling south to have the surgery. However, a consultation with doctors at Mount Sinai established

that it could be performed on Canadian soil.

“I wasn’t scared,” said Son, according to a report from CBC (http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/spina-

bifida-repaired-in-utero-canada-1.4400782?cmp=rss). “I had zero doubt and 100 percent confidence.”

In June, medical staff from Mount Sinai applied general anesthetic to Son and anesthetized the 25-

week-old fetus using a needle inserted through the mother’s abdomen. Incisions were made into the

uterus to offer access to the fetus, and the spinal defect was covered with skin. Amniotic fluid that was

drained from the uterus during the procedure was replaced using a catheter, ensuring that the fetus

would remain healthy during the final weeks of pregnancy.

Two months later, Eiko Crisostomo was born via caesarean section, and she is now almost three months

old.

Better CareBetter Care

Myelomeningocele affects between 120 and 150 children in Canada annually, and while the in-utero

surgery does not guarantee that a child will not suffer from the detrimental effects of spina bifida,

research shows that it significantly improves the outlook. Brain malformations are a third less likely to

occur, and recipients are half as likely to require a brain shunt or the use of a walking aid or wheelchair.

“Right now, her brain is stable, her legs are moving and kicking as you can see,” said Son during the

news conference. “All of our prayers were answered. She’s our little miracle.”

Breaking: Scientists Create An Arti-cial Womb
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Recent advances in prenatal medicine extend far beyond the treatment of spina bifida. Clinical trials

held earlier this year established that a drug first developed in the 1960s might help prevent deaths

caused by blood loss during childbirth (https://futurism.com/a-remarkably-cheap-drug-could-

eliminate-the-leading-cause-of-maternal-mortality/). Peptides have been successfully administered

straight to the placenta (https://futurism.com/world-first-scientists-discover-send-medication-

straight-placenta/), which could spell the end of premature births. There are even efforts to produce

artificial wombs (https://futurism.com/further-research-into-artificial-wombs-brings-us-closer-to-

a-future-where-babies-grow-outside-the-body/).

Medical advances are making pregnancy safer than ever before for mothers and babies alike. Since

Eiko’s surgery in June, three other expectant mothers have visited the hospitals in Canada to have it

performed, and hopefully, we’ll one day reach a point where all expectant mothers have access to the

very latest in prenatal care.

References: CBC (http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/spina-bifida-repaired-in-utero-canada-1.4400782?cmp=rss), Seattle Childrens Hospital
(http://www.seattlechildrens.org/medical-conditions/chromosomal-genetic-conditions/myelomeningocele/)
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